Abstract
Introduction
With the rapid development of WWW and the innovation of the government, the web news after emergencies in web portals is increasing at unbelievable speed. Descriptions of emergencies show more obvious features than common events in temporal information, by analyzing which people and emergency management institution can get a better understanding of the trend of the events. The news publication time is always considered as the occurrence time; however, it is often later than event's occurrence time.
According to the expressive features of web news, the occurrence time is an integral part, to extract which belongs to the field of information extraction. There are lots of researches on temporal information extraction as follows: Andrea Setzer [1] , Merlo [2] , Tsang [3] ,Frank and Christopher [4] ,Li WenJie [5, 6] ,Zhu Xiaodang [7] have got some achievements in temporal information expression; Filatova and Hovy [8] , Schilder and Habel [9] , Wilson et al. [10] , Guo Honglei [11] published three papers in timestamp; Katz and Arosio [12] , Tsinghua Unviersity's CHIEF [13] , Wangyun [14] , Linjing and Yuan Chunfa [15] show some research progress in the relation between time and event. However, there are few studies on temporal information extraction in a certain field, not to mention the web news of emergencies. This paper is based on the Chinese temporal relation theory, by which we analyze the expressive features of web news, study on occurrence time extraction in web news of expected events and improve the MIT's Timeline to visualize the web news by the extracted occurrence time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Chinese temporal relation theory is introduced in section 2. Section 3 analyzes the temporal information expressive features in web news of emergencies. The temporal information extraction method is given in section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper and points out the directions of future work.
The theory of Chinese temporal relation
Li Wenjie [5] proposes a representative Chinese temporal relation, which includes absolute temporal relation and relative temporal relation. The former depicts events' sequence in time axis, which is divided into certain and uncertain temporal relation. Certain temporal relation indicates the temporal information is shown while the uncertain temporal relation means there are lots of reference temporal information like direct reference time, speech time and publication time. Because relative temporal relation describes the relation between event and time, this paper doesn't take it into consideration. 
Expressive features of temporal information in web news under emergencies
Compared with other kinds of web news, emergencies pay more attention to temporal information and show some features in it.
Temporal information composition in web news of emergencies
Both the certain temporal relation and uncertain temporal relation exist in web news under emergencies. Temporal information is an integral part in web news because when an event happens there must be temporal information. Therefore, certain temporal relation accounts for large proportion in web news.
Generally speaking, temporal information in web news consists of publication time pt which is the time when the news is published, report time mt which is the time when the event is reported, occurrence time et which is the time when the event happens and description time ct which is the time mentioned when the event is described.
However, all the temporal information in web news is optional except the publication time and it exists pt mt et  , ct is random.
Position feature of occurrence time in web news of emergencies
The place where the event happens, the result that the event causes, other attributes like temporal information are often included in web news title. In addition, occurrence time also appears in the first section of the web news. According to the corpus the authors collected, the proportion of the occurrence time in the first section or title of web news is 98 percent, which decreases the difficulty of temporal information extraction.
Commonly used temporal words in web news of emergencies
The authors make a statistics and analysis by the corpus, which includes 6654 web news about the subjects of H1N1 influenza, French air crash and Wenchuan earthquake (word segmentation by ICTCLAS [17] ), and conclude the temporal words with high frequency shown in Fig. 2, besides 
Occurrence time extraction in web news under expected events
This paper makes use of the timestamp [8] to analyze the web news, that is, the event that web news describes is designated to one calendar time, which can be time point or time range. The date format of this paper is YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss that is formatted as :YYYY-MM-DD 00:00:00.
Mapping from temporal words to calendar time
The words 年(year),月/月份(month),日(day),点/点钟/时(hour),分/分钟(minute),秒/秒钟(second) are integral parts of calendar time. But the words listed in Table 1 need to be mapped to calendar time by some rules or models. What's more, in the commonly used prepositions, 在(in), 于(in) express time point, 从(from),自 (from)express time range without end time and 到(to), 至(to) express finishing time without beginning time.
The overlapping method to extract occurrence time
As mentioned above, the proportion of the occurrence time in the first section or title of web news is 98 percent. So the authors only take the first section and title of web news into consideration. To extract the web news publication time pt , report time mt and occurrence time et is the key job. 
Experiment for occurrence time extraction in web news
The precision p shown as formula (1) and difference between occurrence time and publication time are validated in the experiment [20] . 100% c p a
c denotes the number of correctively annotated while a denotes the number of all the web news.
With the spider, we collect 1301 web news of the explosion accident in Jilin Petrochemical Company between November 1st 2005 and January 30th 2006. We also collect 4003 web news about A/H1N1 influenza between August 1st 2009 and October 31st. After text extraction, word segmentation by ICTCLAS, manual annotation and occurrence time extraction by the proposed method we develop a system. One of the output interfaces of the system is shown in Fig. 4 , where displays the extracted occurrence time and published time in two columns. We make the experiments based on the system and the result is shown in table 2. From Table 2 , we can see the p reaches 87.3% and 90.2 respectively, and pt is later than et for about 1.9 days and 1.1 days. So we believe that to extract the occurrence time is very necessary and it will be a very meaningful job to overview the trend of the event.
Conclusions and future work
The temporal features of web news of emergencies are very obvious, to sum up which and by virtue of Chinese temporal relation theory we extract the occurrence time of event by the developed system. The method verified in the experiment demonstrates the accuracy rate reaches a satisfying level.
To extract the occurrence time is very helpful to get a better understanding of the emergencies. For another application, we can rank the web news by the extracted occurrence time to track the events situation.
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